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Fear Prompts Teens to Act Impulsively

Brain activity may help explain why crime peaks during teen years
By Laura Sanders
2013
Teenagers often face the stereotype of being rebellious and impulsive. But can science prove this? A 2013
study suggests that teenagers are impulsive and do not have control of their behavior. This could be a part
of their neurological development. As you read the article, take notes on new explanations of teen behavior.
[1]

A threatened teen may not back down. One
reason: The teenage brain appears to undergo a
rewiring that can prompt this response to fear.
That’s the finding of new research presented at a
meeting on November 10, 2013. Its authors say
their findings may help explain why criminal
activity peaks during the teen years.
They reported their observations in San Diego at
the Society for Neuroscience meeting.
(Neuroscience deals with the structure or
function of the brain and other parts of the
nervous system.)

"Teenage Angst Has Paid Off Well" by Jesse Millan is licensed under
CC BY 2.0.

Kristina Caudle of Weill Cornell Medical College in
1
New York City and her co-workers tested impulse control in 83 people. This is an ability to overcome
our emotions so that we don’t react in ways we shouldn’t. The test volunteers ranged in age from 6 to
29. Caudle’s team asked each to press a button when a photo of a happy face quickly flashed onto a
computer screen. The scientists said not to press the button when a threatening face showed up.
People between the ages of 13 and 17 were more likely than at any other age to push the button when
shown a face with a threatening expression. This reaction was viewed as evidence of poor impulse
control.
[5]

The scientists wanted some idea of what was happening in the volunteers’ brains during the tests. So
2
3
they performed brain scans using what is known as functional magnetic resonance imaging. These
scans showed that when people looked at the faces, activity sometimes increased in a brain area called
the orbital frontal cortex. In fact, it only increased when someone successfully avoided pushing the
button. That suggests this part of the brain helps curb the impulse to react inappropriately, Caudle
reported.
1.

2.

"Impulse control" refers to the ability to overcome human emotions so that people don’t react in ways they know are
inappropriate. This behavior can be controlled in part by the brain. Such control may keep people who are angry or
hurt from rising to violence or lashing back with hurtful comments.
A brain scan involves the use of an imaging technology, typically using X rays or a magnetic resonance imaging (or
MRI) machine, to view structures inside the brain. With MRI technology — especially the type known as functional
MRI (or fMRI) — the activity of different brain regions can be viewed during an event, such as viewing pictures,
computing sums or listening to music.

1

Her team doesn’t know why younger children don’t show the same poor impulse control when viewing
a threatening face. More studies could determine how parts of the brain that control behavior grow
and change during the teen years, Caudle said.
Her team’s finding also may help explain recent trends in teen fighting. Roughly five out of every 100
teen girls in the United States — and twice as many boys — report experiencing serious violence, a
4
recent study found. It linked that violence to drops in IQ. If confirmed, latest data would suggest
parents and schools should realize how vulnerable teens are to behaviors that might pose harm to
their still-developing brains.

“Fear Prompts Teens to Act Impulsively” from societyforscience.org, © 2013, Society for Science. Reprinted with permission, all rights
reserved.This article is intended only for single-classroom use by teachers. For rights to republish Science News for Students articles in
assessments, course packs, or textbooks, visit: https://www.societyforscience.org/permission-republish.

3.

4.

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is a special type of brain scan used to study brain activity. It uses a
strong magnetic field to monitor blood flow in the brain. Tracking the movement of blood can tell researchers which
brain regions are active.
"IQ" stands for Intelligence Quotient: A score derived from one of several standardized tests designed to assess
human intelligence.
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Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.
1.

Part A. Which of the following best describes the central idea of the text?
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.

B.
C.
D.

3.

[RI.1]

“A threatened teen may not back down. One reason: The teenage brain appears
to undergo a rewiring that can prompt this response to fear.” (Paragraph 1)
“These scans showed that when people looked at the faces, activity sometimes
increased in a brain area called the orbital frontal cortex.” (Paragraph 5)
“More studies could determine how parts of the brain that control behavior
grow and change during the teen years, Caudle said.” (Paragraph 6)
“Roughly five out of every 100 teen girls in the United States — and twice as
many boys — report experiencing serious violence, a recent study found. ”
(Paragraph 7)

PART A: As it is used in paragraph 5, the word “curb” most closely means:
A.
B.
C.
D.

4.

Teenagers are more impulsive than adults and small children because their
brains process information quicker than any other age group.
Teenagers are impulsive when faced with a threatening situation because they
have not learned how to avoid dangerous situations.
Teenage boys are more likely to act violently because they are more impulsive
than girls because they do not respect their peers.
Teenagers are more likely to act impulsively when faced with a threatening
situation because of the way their brains develop over time.

Part B. Which of the following quotes best supports your answer to Part A?
A.

[RI.2]

[RI.4]

edge
push
reduce
allow

PART B: Which detail from the paragraph provides the best clue to the meaning of the [RI.1]
word “curb” as it is used in this context?
A.
B.
C.
D.

“increased”
“successfully avoided”
“pushing the button”
“react inappropriately”

3

5.

How does paragraph 7 contribute to the development of ideas in the text?

[RI.5]

4

Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.
1.

Are you surprised by the findings of this study? Why or why not?

2.

The author mentions that scientists are unsure of “why younger children don’t show the
same poor impulse control when viewing a threatening face.” What theories do you have
for explaining this phenomenon?

3.

In the context of this article, how does fear drive action for teenagers? For younger
children? For adults?
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Class:

Halsted Street Car
By Carl Sandburg
1916

1

Carl Sandburg (1878-1967) was an American poet known for his free verse poetry about industrialization.
Sandburg wrote the poem “Halsted Street Car” in 1916, a time when working conditions were unfavorable.
As you read, take notes on what the imagery in the poem reveals about working conditions in the early
1900s.
[1]

2

Come you, cartoonists,
Hang on a strap with me here
At seven o'clock in the morning
3
On a Halsted street car.

[5]

Take your pencils
And draw these faces.
Try with your pencils for these crooked faces,
4
That pig-sticker in one corner — his mouth —
That overall factory girl — her loose cheeks.

[10]

Find for your pencils
A way to mark your memory
Of tired empty faces.

"PRT Trolley Car 1916" by Richard is licensed under CC BY 2.0.

After their night's sleep,
In the moist dawn
And cool daybreak,
Faces
Tired of wishes,
Empty of dreams.

[15]

Halsted Street Car by Carl Sandburg is in the public domain.

1.
2.
3.
4.

describes poems that do not use rhyme patterns, meter, or other sonic features
the process by which the economy of a region shifts away from agriculture and toward manufacturing
A street car is a passenger vehicle powered by an electrical wire that runs overhead.
“Pig-sticker” is a term that refers to a boar hunter. However, Sandburg may be using this term more broadly to
describe a butcher or someone who works in a meat factory.

1

Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.
1.

PART A: Which of the following best describes a central theme of the text?
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.

PART B: Which of the following quotes best supports the answer to Part A?
A.
B.
C.
D.

3.

“Hang on a strap with me here / At seven o'clock in the morning / On a Halsted
street car.” (Lines 2-4)
"That pig-sticker in one corner--his mouth-- / That overall factory girl--her loose
cheeks.” (Lines 8-9)
“Find for your pencils / A way to mark your memory / Of tired empty faces.”
(Lines 10-12)
“After their night's sleep, / In the moist dawn / And cool daybreak,” (Lines 13-15)

What does the setting of the poem suggest about the speaker?
A.
B.
C.
D.

4.

Technology brings people together through extended transportation.
The American Dream is available for everyone and easy to achieve.
Success comes from dedication and tireless work.
Industry can have a negative effect on its workers.

The setting suggests that the speaker is one of the commuters on the street car
and therefore can sympathize with the other working class commuters.
The setting of a street car suggests that the speaker is the conductor, looking
over all of the commuters with an air of pity and disgust.
The setting outside the street car suggests that the speaker is a cartoonist
drawing the workers on the train.
The setting of the early morning street car suggests that the speaker gets up
early just to see the workers on the car.

How does the speaker view the persons on the street car?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The speaker judges the people on the street car based on their work clothes.
The speaker views the people on the street car only through the eyes of a
cartoonist.
The speaker sees the people on the street car as tired and empty.
The speaker describes the people on the street car based on superficial facial
traits.

2

5.

How does the poem's form and structure contribute to its theme?

3

Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.
1.

Why does the speaker call on the cartoonists to pay attention to the way people look in the
street car? What does the speaker want the cartoonist to do? Why? Explain your answer.

2.

What is the author’s message about industrialization? Do you agree or disagree? Explain.

3.

In the context of this poem, what are the costs and benefits of technology? Cite evidence
from this text, your own experience, and other literature, art, or history in your answer.
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Class:

The Wild Dog of Caucomgomoc
By Charles Boardman Hawes
1914

Charles Boardman Hawes (1889-1923) was an American author of both fiction and nonfiction stories of the
sea, well known for three historical novels. Unfortunately, he died suddenly at 34 with only two of his five
books published. In this short story, a dog loses his owner and rejects future relationships with humans.
However, this changes when he helps the town in an unexpected way. As you read, take notes on how the
characters react to the dog throughout the story.
[1]

Late on a dull day in November, old Gordon Low
stumbled on the lonely cabin of the nameless
trapper whose lines ran over the Caucomgomoc
1
country; he found the man at the point of death,
and cared for him all that long, dark night.
Outside the door, from sunset to sunrise,
crouched the dying man’s great, gaunt
bloodhound. With the first light of morning, the
creature whined, scratched the boards of the
door, and slunk into the room. The dog thrust his
cold nose into the old trapper’s fevered hand; he
put his two paws on the side of the bunk, and
raised himself so that he could look into the
"Lazy Hound Dog" by Meagan is licensed under CC BY 2.0.
unseeing human eyes. For a long time he stared
in dumb-brute agony of grief, understanding
what it all meant as well as if he were human and Gordon Low turned to the window, with something
akin to mist blurring his vision. After a long silence the gnarled, old, white-bearded man in the bunk
rose on his trembling elbow, and flung a long arm round the dog’s neck, drew the beast’s face close to
his own, and held him a full minute with the failing strength of a great love.
Afterward, Low tried to feed the dog. He sought to win the animal’s confidence, but the bloodhound
was afraid of him. With bared teeth he crouched before Gordon’s extended hand, and growled deep in
his throat. He stood by the door, and whined. When Low crossed the cabin to open the door, the
bloodhound sank on his haunches in the corner, ready to fight to the last gasp. When he found that
the man did not attack him, he darted into the open, turned for one brief glance at the dark windows,
and leaving behind him the silent cabin with its dead, swung into a long lope that carried him swiftly
2
over the birch-clad hill until he became a mere moving speck in the leafless forest. Thus the
masterless dog passed into the wilderness.

1.
2.

A woodland located in North Maine
Covered in slender trees with thin bark

1

Two days later they carried the trapper’s body up the hill, above the banks of Caucomgomoc Stream,
3
and buried it, with a prayer and a verse from the Scriptures. Human mourners were few; there were
the minister from the distant village, three men from the lumber camp, who came in the name of a
brief friendship, and old Gordon Low; but a silent shadow, slipping through the silver birches and the
spruces, watched it all, with dark, deep eyes. When the preacher was starting down the trail to the
village in the gloaming, he looked back at the solitary grave, and saw a tall, lank hound standing in
mute and sorrowful guardianship over the new-turned earth.
[5]

Time and again in the winter that followed, men from the towns or the logging camps caught sight of
the hound in underbrush or distant thicket, usually silent and far away. They held him in the same awe
4
in which they had held his master; for there was something sombre and threatening in the creature’s
attitude when, with drooping lips, and great head hung forward, and staring eyes deep as night, he
gazed down from the high hills at some passer-by on the long, snow-covered roads below. Once three
5
men traveling on foot heard behind them in the forest that never-to-be-forgotten voice, resonant,
vibrant, like a great bell booming up from the valley, a voice that drew nearer and ever nearer. The
men knew that the dog of Caucomgomoc was on their track. They ran from him as if a fiend were at
their heels; but always that voice trailed them over the ridges, through the valleys, until, looking back,
they saw the lean bloodhound, with his nose to the ground, rapidly drawing nearer. When the men,
who had no weapons, began searching frantically under the dead leaves for clubs, a deathly silence
came over the woods. But the dog did not attack them. The men, looking up at the hill above them,
6
saw him standing there, fixing them with malevolent gaze; they fled again, in a strange fear.
No one knew a reason for fearing the dog. So far as was known, he never had attacked a human being.
Perhaps it was his expression — his fearless, challenging stare —that frightened men. Perhaps it was
7
the mystery that attaches itself to the name of bloodhound. They had feared the rangy, bell-throated
beast from the day when first he came to Caucomgomoc, but when his master died they feared him
more; he had gone wild, he was a menace to the entire countryside, they said—all except Gordon Low.
At midnight, men in the distant camps heard the creature’s hunting cry, and, turning restlessly in their
blankets, told one another that the hound of Caucomgomoc was out that night. Sometimes, at high
noon, scattered choppers in the mountains shuddered and drew closer together, when, from over
8
waste stretches of land, rang the hollow baying of the bloodhound, faint, and small, and far away.
9
Some said he was hunting with the spirit of his lost master; some, that he was a devil incarnate.
10

Gray-haired Amos Nieben, the Indian, tapping his forehead with unmistakable meaning, quoted an
11
ancient tale of the Abnaki, about a hound of supernatural powers, in days long past, that had tracked
12
a man forsworn across the wilderness to the very gates of Quebec.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Sacred writings of Christianity from the Bible
Sombre (adjective): dark or dull in color or tone; gloomy
Resonant (adjective): the quality of a sound that stays loud and clear for a long time
Malevolent (adjective): having or showing a wish to do evil to others
Rangy (adjective): tall and slim with long, slender limbs
Bay (verb): to bark or howl loudly
Incarnate (adjective): embodied or represented in flesh
An outdated term for Native American
A reference to the Abenaki Tribe of Canada and New England
Forswear (verb): to agree to go without; to renounce; to reject

2

While the winter passed, and spring came in with the rush of white water in the rips, the fame of the
13
lost hound spread, and he became known from the Abol to the Allagash as the wild dog of
Caucomgomoc.
[10]

One May afternoon, in the village store, where half a dozen men were loafing in their accustomed
places on meal sacks and nail kegs, Gordon Low laughed at the stories they were telling, and declared,
impulsively, that he would like to own the dog.
“Own him!” chuckled a French trapper, who had come down for provisions. “Ho, ho, that is a ver’ good
joke! Listen,”— his voice dropped to a whisper, — “that is no real dog. No! That dog has a demon in
him. He would eat you in the night. He would eat children in the village. It is not safe to talk so of a
demon dog. Once he followed me down Caucomgomoc Stream. I heard him yowling high in the hills. I
14
ran, I ran faster, still came that yowling fiend of a brute, wo-o-a-ow, so! Sacre! I ran — behind me the
dog, before me my cabin. I reach the cabin, I slam the door, with my rifle in hand I open the window —
he is gone. Always he is gone when there is a gun; therefore he is a demon dog, else he would be shot.”
Gordon Low flared up angrily. “Yes, it’s mighty glad I’d be to own that hound!” he repeated. “There’s no
such other dog in all the country!”
“Thanks be for that!” cried another speaker. “If there was such another dog, it would be no place for
men!”
A woman was hurrying up the road. Gordon Low watched her quick steps, saw her blue apron blown
back by the wind, her brown hair tossed in wisps about her face, and recognized his son’s wife. She
was coming to the store.

[15]

As she stood on the threshold the men turned, and Low felt himself unaccountably frightened by the
15
unnatural pallor in the woman’s face. She looked quickly round the little group, into the shadows
behind the meal sacks, and cried, “Where’s my little Ned?”
Gordon’s heart thumped, and he rose slowly to his feet, but Austin, the storekeeper, stepped forward.
“Ned’s all right; he rode up to the camps with Bill Nichols early this afternoon — Bill’s toting in
Johnston’s supplies.”
“Bill Nichols, that rattle-brained scamp!” the mother exclaimed. “Here I’ve hunted the house over for
the boy!”
“Well, here’s Bill. He can speak for himself,” Austin said, and pointed at a jolting wagon sled that was
16
coming down from the woods. The driver sat, calm as Buddha, in a flour-barrel chair, with the reins
over his knees; he was sound asleep.
Bill Nichols woke from his dream to find Mrs. Low shaking his arm.

[20]

“Neddy?” he said, with a gasp, and stared at the empty sled. “Neddy? Why — why — he must have fell
off!”
13.
14.
15.
16.

Abol and Allagash are two locations in North Maine that have significant distance between them.
Short for “sacré bleu,” a French expression of surprise, exasperation, or dismay
Pallor (noun): an unhealthy pale appearance
Gautama Buddha was the founder of Buddhism, a religion that originated in India

3

Night was approaching. The sun barely peered over the top of Russell Mountain. Johnston’s camps
were ten miles away, in the Caucomgomoc country, and eight-year old Ned Low was alone in the
wilderness. They told his mother that he could not be lost on the road. They told her that a child of his
age could not travel far enough from the road to escape a searching party, if he tried. They told her
that the boy would find his way home unaided, and they almost calmed her fears. But Gordon Low
knew, better than anyone else, the devious windings of the tote road through grassy meadows and
17
18
thick alder growths, the pathless wastes of marsh, and bog, and beaver dam that lay through all the
Caucomgomoc country. And he knew his little grandson’s determined spirit, the dogged will, so like his
own, that had led the boy, young as he was, to roam over hills and valleys round the village. The old
man’s cheeks were gray, and his brows were knotted in a dark frown.
Assuring the woman that the child was probably not a mile from the village and would soon be found,
twenty men, armed with guns, horns, and lanterns, set out on the long road under the darkening
pines; but ahead of them all, at the swift stride for which he was famous, marched Gordon Low. Two
hours later, the grandfather, trailworn and weary, stumbled into Johnston’s camps. But not a person in
Johnston’s camps had seen Ned Low. What Bill Nichols had been too much afraid, or too much
bewildered, to confess, was revealed now — Ned had been lost on the outward trip.
At that moment, although the grandfather did not know it, the boy’s father had just reached home,
and, frightened by the news that met him at his door, was starting, supperless, on the winding trail.
When the other men, with swinging lanterns and gleaming gun barrels, came up through the alders
into the camp yard, Gordon Low was turning back on the road.
The searching parties gathered in the moonlight, which was just beginning to sift through the pines,
and looked across the dark waste of evergreen, over the swampy, marshy lowlands through which they
19
had passed. The boy had been lost, Bill Nichols admitted in tearful contrition, before the team had
20
reached Johnston’s camps. For at least five hours Ned had been wandering in the maze of slashings
and roads, and streams, and bogs. As they stared into the night, despair settled over the group, for
there seemed to be very little that they could do. They turned back, calling, calling, calling; they wound
in and out of old clearings and forgotten roads, plunged into swamps, and spread into a great net of
21
swinging lanterns and shouting men. Slowly the hunt wound toward the town, hopelessly, doggedly
persevering. An hour passed, an hour and a half. The father came up into the circle of swinging
lanterns, and knew, without asking, the sad truth. The net grew wider and wider. It spread into marsh
22
and bog hole, cedar tangle and spruce barrens, all without avail.
[25]

For another weary hour they worked back through the wilderness, searching every thicket, and calling,
without answer.
Suddenly Ed Low, the father, held up his hand. “Stop!” he cried. “What’s that?”
To left and right ran the command for silence. The shouting died away; the men stood, with stifled
breath. They glanced, wild-eyed, at each other, and at the darkness round them.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

A tree of the birch family
A wet, muddy ground that is too soft to walk on
Contrition (noun): the state of feeling regret or sorrow for having done wrong
An open area scattered with debris
Dogged (adjective): persistent in effort
Referring to land that has very few plants

4

“What is it—for heaven’s sake, what is it?” Ed Low fairly hurled the words into the night.
From far away in the dark forest came the answering cry of Gordon Low, who called without knowing
that they had stopped: “Can — you — hear — the — hound?” The voice echoed, and was still.
[30]

Men, leaning wearily against cedars, paled with a terrible dread; stout
last they heard the dreadful sound.

23

hearts shook with horror. At

From across miles and miles of tangled thicket and open marsh, came the clear, faint call of a
24
bloodhound on the trail. As regular as a tolling knell, deep, mournful, and unutterably wild, came the
call. With throbbing hearts, the searchers splashed through the swamp water, ankle-deep, knee-deep,
waist-deep. They pressed on, shoulder to shoulder, drawn together by an unconfessed fear.
They gathered on the road, and listened to the call of the hound. It came from the south.
They ran, with bobbing lanterns; they jostled down the road, stumbling and tripping.
“The wild dog of Caucomgomoc!” they cried. “God help the boy!”
[35]

Strangely enough, they had no doubt whom the beast was tracking. They swung their guns forward,
they felt the cartridges in their pockets. Ahead of all of them, at the unfailing pace of a racer trained
and tried, old Gordon Low ran down the road.
The cry of the hound grew louder. They were nearing the end of the hunt, they knew, for the howling
of the dog was nearer, sharper, and continued without pausing. The dog had swung to the right. The
men hurried down a hauling road, stumbling over roots, stumps, and crisscrossed logs. For ten
minutes they straggled on; then, with Gordon Low still ahead, they dashed from the road into the
swamp. Floundering, splashing, plunging, they thrust themselves through alders and willows, leaped
into a dead stream, knee-deep in mud and waist-deep in water, surged through tall grass, crossed a
beaver dam, partly by moonlight, partly by lantern light — and then stopped.
It had been a night of terror, and this was the culminating moment. The shapes of trees and of men
25
26
were ghostly in the wan light of the moon. The lantern bearers stood like wraiths in the sultry
swamp. They were close to the dog, so close that cold fear enshrouded them! But the dog’s cry had
changed! With difficulty they forced a passage through the brush, and struggled to the edge of a black
27
bog, and stopped again. Ahead of them lay an impassable morass.
For a moment they stared across the treacherous plain; then, with a low, quivering cry, Amos Nieben
threw his gun to his shoulder. As the Indian’s gun barrel rose, Gordon Low swung the butt of his own
rifle against it, and knocked up the muzzle, so that the bullet whined into the trees beyond the bog.
“Fool!” Low cried. “Look there!”

[40]

“But it is the demon beast!” shrieked the Indian.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Stout (adjective): brave and determined
The sound of a bell, particularly when rung for a death or funeral
A ghost or ghostlike image of someone, especially one seen shortly before or after their death
Sultry (adjective): hot and humid
An area of muddy ground

5

There, out in the marsh, was the wild dog of Caucomgomoc struggling toward firm earth. The light was
dim, and they could not see distinctly, but as he approached, they gradually distinguished something
hanging from his jaws; Picking his way over the mud and through the tufted grasses, the dog came
slowly nearer. The thing hanging from his mouth was a small boy, a frightened, silent child that was
clinging to the neck of the bloodhound with both arms. As the bewildered men stared, not believing
their own eyes, they saw the boy’s arms drop, and his body sink. Plainly, he had not the strength to call;
he was too far gone even to know in what place he was. But the tall, lean dog seized the child’s coat
between his teeth, dragged the little body through the water, ploughed on, floundered, splashed, and
sank to his belly in bog mud. The hound’s large eyes looked up at the searchers in pitiful appeal.
Without letting go his hold on the boy’s coat, he whined.
Linking themselves together in one long chain, hand and wrist, the men waded out through the mud
and tufted grass.
Then Gordon Low leaped far out into the bog, caught up the boy, and passed him back to waiting
hands; and then, even while he was sinking himself, lifted the bloodhound bodily from the trap; he
fought against the sucking, clinging masses, fell, rose, and, helped by all who could reach him, stepped
on solid earth.
28

The boy was faint, desperately tired, frightened, and hungry — but unharmed. The good news, borne
by the swiftest runners, preceded him to the village a full hour. His father carried him through the
swamps and down the tote road into the waiting town, where lamplighted windows and clustered
groups of women waited; but close beside him marched the grandfather, and at his heels followed the
wild dog of Caucomgomoc.
[45]

That night the bloodhound seemed to recognize a new bond between himself and mankind; he
seemed no longer to fear the man who had raised him from the bog. That night he followed Gordon
Low to his door. At first he was afraid to enter the house, but when Gordon called him in a low, gentle
voice, he crossed the threshold in perfect confidence. And from that memorable night until the dog
himself died, at the time of the great storm, years later, he loved Gordon Low as once he had loved the
lonely trapper of Caucomgomoc.

“The Dog of Caucomgomoc” by Charles Boardman Hawes (1914) is in the public domain.

28.

Borne (adjective): carried or transported by

6

Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.
1.

PART A: Which statement best expresses a theme of the short story?
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.

PART B: Which detail from the story best supports the answer to Part A?
A.
B.
C.
D.

3.

“held him a full minute with the failing strength of a great love.” (Paragraph 2)
“a tall, lank hound standing in mute and sorrowful guardianship over the newturned earth.” (Paragraph 4)
“They were close to the dog, so close that cold fear enshrouded them!”
(Paragraph 37)
“he seemed no longer to fear the man who had raised him from the bog.”
(Paragraph 45)

PART A: In the beginning of the story, how is Gordon Low’s reaction to the dog different
from the other men?
A.
B.
C.
D.

4.

Meaningful friendships can come from unexpected places.
Don’t judge someone by their appearance.
The bond between man and dog is unbreakable.
Grief has the power to change even the gentlest creatures.

Gordon Low does not care for the dog while the other men seek to help the dog.
Gordon Low fears the dog while the other men see the dog as a challenge.
Gordon Low is unafraid of the dog while the other men fear the dog is evil.
Gordon Low acts in senseless ways around the dog while the other men are
careful.

PART B: Select TWO details from the text that show Gordon Low’s and the other men’s
different reactions to the dog.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

“They held him in the same awe in which they had held his master;” (Paragraph
5)
“Gordon Low laughed at the stories they were telling,” (Paragraph 10)
“It is not safe to talk so of a demon dog.” (Paragraph 11)
“That dog has a demon in him. He would eat you in the night.” (Paragraph 11)
“’Yes, it’s mighty glad I’d be to own that hound!’ he repeated.” (Paragraph 12)
“Low felt himself unaccountably frightened” (Paragraph 15)
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5.

Explain what paragraph 10 and paragraph 11 contribute to the overall structure of the
story. Cite evidence from the text in your response.
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Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.
1.

In the story, one of the reasons the town fears the bloodhound is because they don’t
understand it. Have you ever feared something you didn’t understand? What made you
afraid? Did your fear go away at any point? Why or why not? Cite evidence from this text,
your own experience, and other literature, art, or history in your answer.

2.

In the story, the wild dog of Caucomgomoc does something unexpected by saving the
young boy. How do the men treat the dog after they realize what he has done? Have you
ever been surprised by someone who did something unexpected? Was it a positive or
negative experience? How did this person’s actions make you feel?

3.

In the story, the wild dog of Caucomgomoc and Gordon Low form an unlikely but lasting
friendship. In the context of the text, what is a friend? In your experience, have you found a
friend in someone or something unexpected? Why and how did this friendship develop? Do
you still have this friendship today?
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